
 
 

 

Abschrankungen und Rettungsgeräte bis 36 kV 
 Safety barriers, protective plates and rescue equipment 
 up to 36 kV



Barriers / Rescue Equipment

Template for Insulating Protective Shutters for switchboards up to 36

- According to DIN VDE 0682-522:2003-10
- Tailor-made for your demands
- The labelling is made according to current standard.
- Upon request we can carry out electrical type – or unit testings.
- Thickness: 4mm up to 24 kV
- Thickness: 6mm up to 36 kV
- Standard color: red (special colors possible upon request)
-TYPE A1 (Protective Shutters for open areas)
-TYPE A2 (Protective Shutters for angled handle)
-TYPE A3 (Protective Shutters with operating stick holder)
-TYPE A4 (Protective Shutters to insert through slot opening)

Description Material number

Template for Insulating Protective Shutter 7426999

Transformer Protective Barrier

- universal protective barrier for hooking into protective beams
- adaptable to different beam heights
- expandable in width
- optical and mechanical protection for work in the vicinity within transformer stations up to
Un = 30 kV
- fast and comfortable mounting
- Transport size: 60 x 119 cm
- maximum height: 210 cm
- Weight: 12 kg

Description Material number

Transformer Protective Barrier 1190/2130 x 60 mm, PVC red, 6mm 7426350

rescue board

- Use of the rescue board near electrical installations and equipment,
for example: switchgears, transformer stations, workshops...
- The equipment of the rescue board is variable and can be designed according to
customer
requirements in Size, format and placement

The rescue board shown includes:

1 pc. Base board 730 x 860 mm
1 pc. Rescue rod (available in three lengths)
1 pc. insulating matting 1000 x 1000 mm
1 pc. First aid kit electrical sector
1 pc. Box with insulating gloves (sizes 8-11 variable)
1 pc. Information sign handling in case of electrical accidents

Description Material number

Rescue kit with Rescue rod 1235mm for accidents on electrical installation 8148310

Rescue kit with Rescue rod 1695mm for accidents on electrical installation 8148311

Rescue kit with Rescue rod 2195mm for accidents on electrical installation 8148312
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insulating rescue rod up to 36 kV

Suitable for rescuing and recovering injured persons up to a maximum weight of 125 kg.

- for indoor and outdoor installations
- for workshops and other electrical operating areas
- available in 3 standard lengths, other dimensions optional
- up to 36 kV
- according to DIN VDE 0681-1:2016-11

Description Material number

Rescue Rod up to 36 kV Total length: 1235mm 8148305

Rescue Rod up to 36 kV Total length: 1695mm 8148306

Rescue Rod up to 36 kV Total length: 2195mm 8148307
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